Smooth performance at sea
Professional and efficient cylinder lubrication

Innovation through generations

Innovation through generations
Team up with an experienced partner on the seven seas

Established in 1917, Hans Jensen Lubricators is

Depending on your choice of lubrication

one of the most experienced companions you

solution, lube oil consumption may be cut by

can take on board when you set out to sea.

25-70% – which in turn makes for very

For many years, we have been solely devoted

attractive payback times.

to the development and manufacturing of
equipment for cylinder lubrication of two-

As a global manufacturer, Hans Jensen

stroke diesel engines. And we continue to

Lubricators is never far away. Spare parts can

break new ground.

be rapidly shipped to any port around the
world. In case of emergency, service tech-

Our range of lubricator pumps, controls and

nicians will be with you within 48 hours –

injection valves covers every cylinder

on land or at sea.

lubrication requirement. Whether you prefer
mechanical lubrication, electronic lubrication

In fact, whatever you require, we can deliver.

or a combination of mechanical reliability with

This is why we look upon ourselves as a

electronic flexibility, you will find the perfect

problem solver rather than a component

solution for all existing engine makes and bore

supplier. Our primary mission is to make a

sizes.

positive difference in the engine room.
Today, tomorrow, and long into the future.

All around the world our thoroughly tested
pumps, controls and valves are at work on
numerous vessels, promising:
Outstanding reliability.
Less wear on cylinder liners, piston rings,
pistons etc.
Extended time between overhauls.
Reduced lube oil consumption.

Optimising engine
performance through
innovative and highly
reliable lubrication
solutions has been our
main focus for close to
100 years.
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A small revolution
with large savings potential
Optimise cylinder lubrication with the unique SIP valve

If you are looking to cut costs in the engine

A small amount of pressurised oil is injected

room, the HJ SIP valve will help you do just

into the cylinder at every piston stroke just

that. The innovative valve is the most

before the piston passes the injection level.

economical and efficient approach to cylinder

The precise distribution significantly reduces

lubrication of larger bore two-stroke diesel

the amount of lube oil required – and in turn

engines, offering 25-70% savings in lube oil

cuts engine operating costs.

consumption. And the best part is that the
quality of the cylinder lubrication is in no way

Ideal for both retrofits and new vessels

affected. Rather, the cylinder condition is

Compatible with all existing engine makes

improved, due to optimum injection and

and bore sizes, the SIP valve is ideal for both

distribution of the lube oil.

retrofits and new vessels. As the SIP valve
can be mounted in the existing holes of the

Optimum distribution

cylinder liner it is even possible to perform

SIP is short for Swirl Injection Principle, a

a retrofit in situ – without removing the liners

method invented by Hans Jensen Lubricators

and with only minor machining. Installation

and released for sale in 2001 after 2 years of

time varies in most cases between one and

successful testing. Since then, the method has

five days, depending on engine type. This

been continuously refined to meet customer

efficiently reduces the time and costs involved

demands. The SIP valve is designed to place

in a retrofit and allows for payback times of as

the lube oil directly where it is most needed:

little as six months.

on the upper cylinder liner wall, where most
wear takes place.

The innovative SIP valve
sprays oil on the cylinder
walls above the piston. The oil droplets join
together and form an evenly distributed film
of oil on the cylinder liners.

The oil droplets join together and
form an even distributed film of oil
on the cylinder liners.

Benefits from the SIP valve:
Reduced lube oil consumption
Reduced wear of liners and piston rings
Time-saving retrofit in situ
– without removing the liners
Easy installation on all engine makes and bore sizes
Long service intervals
Payback time from six months
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Reliable lubrication
makes for smooth sailing
Choose from a wide range of efficient pumps and controls

Hans Jensen Lubricators offers three types
of cylinder lubrication pump, all designed to
ensure optimum engine operation at sea:
Mechanical lubricators
Electronic control of mechanical lubricators
(HJ Mechtronic)
Electronically-controlled lubricators
(HJ Lubtronic)

HJ Mechanical lubricators

HJ Mechtronic

Our conventional mechanical lubricator pump

Efficiently combining electronic control with

has offered peace of mind to seafarers for close

mechanical lubrication, Mechtronic offers

to 100 years. Product development has not

easy regulation of the feed rate in cylinder

been slow, however. Over the years, these

lubrication, e.g. through load-dependent

robust and highly reliable pumps have been

regulation. The centralised feed rate settings

continuously refined to meet rapidly changing

can be set for each cylinder or for all cylinders,

customer requirements. This includes the

which makes for flexible operation irrespective

development of various load-dependent

of engine design and engine size. Mechtronic

regulation systems for optimised lube oil

offers a short payback time, as savings in lube

consumption and enhanced user-friendliness

oil consumption are obtained immediately.

during partial load operation.

The Mechtronic
electronically
adjusts the lube oil
consumption by
by-passing a pre-defined
number of lube points in
every engine cycle, instead of
depending on manual adjustments.

HJ Lubtronic delivers a small quantity of fresh lube
oil in every piston stroke by means of the patented
variable stroke length adjustment.

HJ Lubtronic
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The electronically-controlled lubrication
system, Lubtronic, is ideal for engines without
mechanical drives and wherever flexible
operation is desirable. The advanced hydraulic
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HJ Lubtronic offers various
load-dependent regulation
systems for all types of
HJ Lubricator.

solution makes possible stepless adjustment
of both the lube oil quantity and the timing.
The result is large reductions in lube oil
consumption. Moreover, Lubtronic delivers
fresh cylinder oil at every piston stroke, which
ensures very safe engine operation – even on
vessels that employ super-slow steaming.
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Hans Jensen Lubricators A/S
around the world
The headquarters of Hans Jensen Lubricators A/S
are in Denmark, where our R&D department and
production facilities are also located. In addition,
we have a sales office in China to cater for the
growing number of clients in that part of the world.
Wherever you are located, you are welcome to
contact either office for more information about
how we can improve cylinder lubrication on your
vessel.

HANS JENSEN LUBRICATORS A/S
Smedevænget 3
DK – 9560 Hadsund
Phone
+45 98 57 19 11
Fax
+45 98 57 13 87
Email
hjl@hjlubri.dk

hjlubricators.com

HANS JENSEN LUBRICATORS A/S
DCMS ApS
C/O DI Asia Base Business Service Ltd.
Room 301
Paris Fashion Mansion
#500 Xiangyang South Road
200031 Shanghai
P.R. China
Phone
+86-21 5965 6790
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